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ABSTRACT 

Mutual exclusion among the nodes waiting for critical 

resources is considered as one of the major area of research in 

MANET. Mutual Exclusion allows mobile nodes to share 

resources among them. Formation of quorum is required for 

delivery of data with common intermediate node in between 

them. While communication, data transmission between 

quorums, is carried out using an arbitrator that is common to 

both regions. The main function of  arbitrator is to grant the 

permission to incoming requests so as to enter the CS, by 

forwarding incoming requests to node, that is having the  the 

primary token, which in turn will reduce the  response time, 

synchronization delay and message complexity. 

General Term 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mutual exclusion refers to the requirement of ensuring that no 

two concurrent nodes are in the critical section at the same 

time. Concurrent nodes must be properly synchronized to 

access the shared resources. If more than one   node enters 

CS,it will lead to integrity violations.A mobile ad hoc network 

is an autonomous collection of mobile devices that 

communicate with each other over wireless links and 

cooperate in a distributed manner, in order to provide the 

necessary network functionality in the absence of a fixed 

infrastructure. A Critical Section is the part of a program that 

accesses shared resources. In case, more than one node wishes 

to enter CS for accessing the critical resources 

simultaneously, it leads to distributed mutual exclusion 

problem (DME). 

Solutions to DME problem can be classified into two groups, 

based on the criteria of selection of node to enter in CS, are 

described below: 

 Token-based algorithms. 

 Permission-based algorithms. 

In Permission based algorithm, the node wishes to enter the 

CS must gather the permission from all other participating 

nodes. In later algorithm, nodes which owns token can enter 

the CS and further token is passed to other nodes in the 

network. In the proposed algorithm, two types of tokens i.e. 

Primary Token and Secondary Token are used.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In the algorithm proposed by Lamport [4], when a node wants 

to enter its CS, it sends a request to all other nodes and waits 

for reply messages. When it exits its CS, it sends a release 

message to all other nodes. This algorithm requires    3*(N-1) 

messages per critical section entry.Singhal, et al [6] suggested 

that a quorum needs not to consult other quorums that are not 

currently contending for CS. To further reduce the message 

complexity, look-ahead technique was introduced. Dynamic 

Information Sets, comprising of Info set and Status set, to 

keep track of quorums that are currently involved in CS. 

Ricart and Agrawala [1] proposed a distributed algorithm 

which requires 2*(N-1) messages per critical section entry. 

When a node wants to enter the CS, it sends a request 

message to all the nodes of the network and waits for 

response. If it receives an agreement of all these nodes, it 

enters the CS. Response Time is computed using Lamport 

clocks.Maekawa [5] has proposed an algorithm which 

requires c*(√N) messages to enter the Critical Section. The 

algorithm uses a logical structure which is defined by a set of 

nodes associated with each node and this set has a non-null   

intersection with every set associated to each node. This 

structure allows each node, which to access its CS, to have 

ermission only from each member of the set associated to it. 

Singhal [7] improved the performance of the Suzuki and 

Kazami algorithm, to at most N messages in heavy loads. In 

this method, heuristic method is used to guess what nodes of 

the system are probably holding or are likely to have the 

token, So token request message is sent only to those nodes 

rather than to all the nodes. To achieve this, the knowledge of 

each node about the requesting nodes is passed through the 

token. Suzuki and Kazami [2] proposed an algorithm in which 

the queue of requesting nodes is piggybacked within the token 

and the queue is updated by a local queue of each visited node 

in an ascending node number. Raymond [3] proposed an 

algorithm, based on a logical tree on the network rooted by 

the token holder node. Where tree is maintained by the logical 

pointers distributed over the nodes and directed to the node 

that is holding the token. When a node wants to access its CS, 

it enqueues its identity and sends a request message to the 

next node in the direction of the token holder. The token is 

sent back over the reverse path to the requesting node. The 

direction of the link of the token sending nodes must be 

reversed so to point always the token holder. Chang, Singhal 

and Liu [8] proposed an algorithm that improves Raymond’s 

algorithm, which tolerates link and node failures by 

maintaining multiple paths to search the token. The algorithm 

also tries to avoid cycles when the token returns to the 

requester along the reversal links. 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In the proposed algorithm, token based approach is 

implemented at quorum level, algorithm consists of two 

classes of tokens: Primary token and secondary token. The 

primary token is maintained as a unique identifier in the 

network and is circulated between two quorums through 

arbitrator. A secondary token is generated by the node which 

owns primary token.  
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3.1 The Principle of Proposed Algorithm 

3.1.1 Request Sending Phase 

When node Ni wants to enter in CS it first sets timestamp 

request Ts to the current time CT and send the request for CS 

to the nodes which are present in info_set as well as to 

arbitrator and wait for reply message. 

      

                    Fig 3: Requesting for token 

3.1.2 Request Receiving Phase 
Upon receiving request message from node Ni, Arbitrator will 

send the primary token to node Ni, if it is not in CS. If any 

other node, except Arbitrator, is receiving request from node 

Ni, then it will send the reply to node Ni, if it is not in CS or 

have high priority, otherwise node will store, the received 

request in Request Queue R q. 

 
Fig 4: Forwarding request message 

3.1.2.1 Each request in the queue is granted 

according to the following rules  
If no node is present in the CS, then primary token is assigned 

to the requesting node.  

If more than one node wishes to enter in the CS, arbitrator 

sends a secondary token to node Ni and places it in the 

Request Queue of the current node, till no further requests are 

received from other nodes present in either the same quorum 

or different quorum, having higher priority than the requested 

node.  

If node Ni is the owner of the primary token, then it will 

decrement the queue length by one after exiting CS.  

 
Fig 5. Releasing the CS 

4. PERFORMANCE 
We performed comparative evaluation of the proposed DME 

algorithm, i.e permission based and token based algorithms 

with the help of a simulator MATLAB. All the three 

algorithms were tested by creating networks randomly for 

different number of nodes. We have used the following three 

performance metrics for comparison. Response time, 

synchronization delay and message complexity. In fig.6 we 

are comparing delay value in micro seconds with next hop by 

node. Each time node will choose different hop to forward 

request to arbitrator. So we will check delay value in each hop 

taken by node to forward request. In fig 7, we are considering 

message complexity in both cases. It shows the comparison of 

number of messages transferred by each node in single hop. In 

fig 8, Response time is considered by each hop. We will 

check the response time taken by each node and check that 

which path takes less response time. 

 
                  Fig 6.  Delay vs next hop graph 
 

 

Fig 7  Message complexity vs next hop graph 

 
Fig 8. Response time vs next hop graph 
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5. CONCLUSION 
Mobile Adhoc is a decentralized type of wireless network 

which allows to nodes to move independently. Distributred 

mutual exclusion allows mobile nodes to allocate resources 

between them. We proposed a distributed group mutual 

exclusion algorithm based on tokens for permissions and 

quorums for requesting communication. Although the 

proposed algorithm is fully distributed and the management of 

pending requests is centralized at the holder of the primary 

tokens The proposed algorithm achieves high concurrency, 

low response time and synchronization delay, reduce message 

complexity as compared to permission based algorithms. By 

concerning future scope, we will work on queues that on what 

basis the queue will grant the permission to incoming requests 

rather than time stamps. 
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